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Abstract 
Santoro, N., J.B. Sidney and S.J. Sidney, A distributed selection algorithm and its expected 
communication complexity, Theoretical Computer Science 100 (1992) 1855204. 
We consider the distributed K-selection problem defined as follows: a set S of n elements is 
distributed among d processors and an originator processor wants to know the value of the Kth 
smallest element in S. The goal is to obtain an algorithm that minimizes the communication 
activities among the processors. We propose an algorithm whose expected communication complex- 
ity is O(log log n) whereas the worst-case complexity is O(log n); in the point-to-point model, this 
yields an 0 (d log log n) upper bound on the expected number of messages for distributed selection. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. The problem 
The classical problem of selecting the Kth smallest element of a keyed file F has 
been extensively studied in serial and parallel environments. In a distributed context, 
it has different formulations and complexity measures. 
*A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 4th Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of 
Computer Science (Passau, February 1987). 
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A communication network of size d is a set P = {PI, . . . , Pd} of processors or sites, 
where each processor has a local nonshared memory. In the point-to-point model of 
communication, associated with P is a set L c P x P of direct communication lines 
between sites. If (Pi, Pj)EL, Pi and Pj are said to be neighbors. Processors communicate 
by sending messages; a message can only be sent to and received from a neighbor. The 
couple G =(P, L) can be thought of as an undirected graph; hence, graph-theoretic 
notation can be employed in the design and analysis of distributed algorithms in the 
point-to-point model. 
In the shout-echo model of communication, each processor P,EP can broadcast 
a message to all the other sites and reply to a received message. The process of 
broadcasting a message to and receiving replies from each other site constitutes 
a basic communication activity. 
A file of cardinality N is a nonredundant set S = { fi, . . . , fN} of records, where each 
recordfES contains a unique key k(f) drawn from a totally ordered set F. In what 
follows, k is assumed to be a one-one function, andfi>fj denotes that k(f,)> k(h). 
A distribution of S on P is a d-tuple 9 = (S(l), . . , S(d)), where S(i) E Y is a subfile 
stored at processor Pi, S(i)nS( j)=@ for i#j, and UiS(i)=S. 
Order-statistics queries about S can be originated at any processor and will activate 
a query resolution process at that processor. Since only a subset of S is available at 
each processor, the resolution of a query will, in general, require the cooperation of 
several (possibly all) processors according to some predetermined algorithm. Since 
local processing time is usually negligible compared to transmission and queueing 
delays, the goal is to design resolution algorithms which minimize the amount of 
communication activity rather than the amount of processing activity. 
The distributed selection problem is the general problem of resolving a query for 
locating the Kth smallest element of S. The tuple (N, K, N(l), . . . . N(d)) is called the 
problem conjiguration, and d = min { K, N - K + l} is called the problem size, where 
N(i) is the cardinality of S(i). Any efficient solution to this problem can be employed 
as a building block for a distributed sorting algorithm [lo]. 
The complexity of this problem (i.e., the number of communication activities 
required to resolve an order-statistics query) depends on many parameters, including 
the number d of sites, the size N of the file, the number N(i) of elements stored at 
processor Pi, the rank K of the element being sought and the topology of the network. 
This work deals with applications for which the size of the file is much greater than the 
number of processors, i.e., N % d. 
1.2. A historical perspective 
The current definition of the distributed selection problem is the result of a syn- 
thesis of two distinct types of investigations carried out in the past, each having its 
own motivations and assumptions. 
The first types of investigations on the distributed selection problem and the related 
ranking problem [6, 181 were generalizations of the studies on the minimum-jinding (or 
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election) problem in the point-to-point model, where it was assumed that each 
processor contained one element. Several solutions have been presented [4, 81; in all 
these investigations, the focus was on the worst-case complexity. The only exception is 
the distributed translation by Shrira et al. [16] of the well-known serial algorithm for 
random selection. 
A different motivation came from the investigations by Yao [17] and Abelson [l] 
on the amount of communication needed to evaluate a smooth Boolean function 
whose arguments were stored at two different processors. The case where the 
arguments of the function are elements from a totally ordered set, and the result of the 
function is the median of the arguments, was independently studied by Rodeh [9] and 
Santoro and Sidney [13] who proved a @(log N) bound on the problem for d =2; the 
constant in the bound was later improved [3]. The generalization to the case d > 2 was 
then the object of several investigations in the so-called shout-echo model (a topo- 
logy-independent model allowing broadcast-type primitives) [7,11,13,15]. Almost all 
the solutions obtained in this model are easily convertible to solutions in the more 
common point-to-point model (used in the other class of investigations). Also these 
investigations have focused on the worst-case complexity. 
One important fact learned in the investigations with the shout-echo model 
concerns the nature of the distributed selection problem itself. Since it is assumed that 
the cost of local processing is negligible, it is reasonable to assume that the elements 
stored at a processor are sorted; thus, the distributed selection problem can be seen as 
the distributed equivalent of the serial problem of selection in an array with sorted 
columns, where each column corresponds to a subfile. Based on this observation, 
a distributed version of the optimal serial algorithm by Frederickson and Johnson [S] 
was developed, leading to a O(d log(k/d)) algorithm for complete and star graphs in 
the point-to-point model and to a @(log(k/d)) algorithm in the shout-echo model 
[15]. Again, these bounds apply to the worst-case complexity. 
In this paper, the expected communication complexity of the distributed selection 
problem is analyzed. 
1.3. Main results 
All existing solutions in both models have a similar structure, in that a sequence of 
iterations is performed whose effect is to reduce the cardinality of the problem (e.g., the 
number of file elements among which the sought element can be found), until the 
element is finally located or another (possibly, brute-force) method can be effectively 
employed. 
The main contribution of this paper lies in the design and analysis of a new 
reduction technique. The proposed algorithm is shown to drastically reduce the size of 
the problem (occasionally, it also locates the element being sought). More specifically, 
it transforms the problem of locating the Kth smallest among N elements distributed 
among d processors to the problem of locating the k=O(d) smallest element 
(recall, N %d). To perform this reduction, the algorithm is shown to require 
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O(log log min {K, N-K + I}) iterations on an average; each iteration can be imple- 
mented using O(d) message exchanges in the point-to-point model, and only a con- 
stant number of communication activities in the shout-echo model. This bound is 
derived subject to a standard type of randomness assumption on the distribution of 
the elements among the sites. 
This result implies an 
O(dloglogmin{K,N-K+l}+dlogd) 
and an 
O(loglogmin{K,N-K+l}+logd) 
upper bound on the expected communication complexity of the distributed selection 
problem in the point-to-point and shout-echo models, respectively; these new bounds 
must be contrasted with the existing O(d log N) and O(log IV) bounds on the expected 
complexity without randomness assumptions for the point-to-point and the 
shout-echo models [ 121, respectively. The reader familiar with the literature on data 
structures will no doubt observe the similarity (but not equivalence) between the new 
and existing bounds on the one hand, and the bounds on the expected serial 
complexity of interpolation search and of binary search on the other hand. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the distributed selection problem is 
reformulated in purely combinatorial terms and a solution technique is presented and 
analyzed. In Section 3, these results are reinterpreted in the distributed context, and 
communication bounds on the expected complexity of the distributed selection 
problem are established. 
2. A combinatorial reformulation: the many-set selection problem 
2.1. The general many-set selection model 
In this section we present the underlying structure and the general results which 
provide the basis for our applications to selection in a matrix with ordered columns 
and to distributed selection. 
An instance of the many-set selection problem @ is given by an ordered pair 
(9, K), where Y= (S(l), . . . . S(d)) IS an ordered set of d 2 2 mutually disjoint sets of 
real numbers and 1~ K <It= 1 ) S(i) I. The objective is to find the Kth smallest element 
of S = uf= 1 S(i). The set S is unknown, but the cardinalities N(i) = 1 S(i)) and K are the 
data initially available to any solution procedure. Let N = (SI and for any element 
XES, let p(x)=I(y~Sly<x)I be the rank of x in S. 
The proposed Algorithm A (Table 1) consists of a series of iterations. At each 
iteration, the algorithm transforms an instance of @ into a new instance of @ whose 
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Table 1 
Algorithm A Interpretation 
(1) Initialization 
n-N, 
s(i)tS(i), 1 <i<d, 
n(i)+N(i), 1 <i<d, 
ktK. 
(2) Choose a test element 
Letf(n(l), . . . . n(d); k)=(m, h). 
Let x be the value of the 11th smallest 
element of s(m). 
(3) Reduce problem size 
(4 
(b) 
Cc) 
(2) Choose one of the remaining elements of S. 
(3) 
If p(x)= K, stop (d = 1). 
If P(X) < K 
s(i)+{y~s(i)Iy>x}, l<i<d, 
n(i)+ls(i)l, 1 G&d, 
n-1 n(i), 
k+K-p(x). 
(a) 
(b) 
If P(X) > K, 
s(i)-{ yes(i)ly<xj, 1 <i<d, 
n(i)+ls(i)l 1 <i<d, 
n-1 n(i). 
(4 
Selection completed. 
If the rank of x in S is <K, eliminate from 
consideration all elements <x. Then recalcu- 
late k so that the element sought has rank 
k among all the remaining elements. 
If x is greater than the element sought, elimin- 
ate from consideration all elements ax. In 
this case, k remains unchanged. 
(4) Termination test 
If min{k,n-k+l)<r, stop. 
Otherwise, go to step 2. 
(4) Stopping rule. 
underlying set s is of reduced cardinality. We adopt the following notation to describe 
the current instance of @ at the start of each iteration: 
s = set of elements still under consideration, 
s(i) = set of elements still under consideration at site i, 
n=lsl, 
4i)=ls(i)l, 
k=rank in the remaining set s of the element being sought, 
d = size of current problem instance = min {k, n + 1 - k). 
Initially, s=S, s(i)=S(i), y1= N, n(k)= N(k), k= K and LI =min{K, N+ l- K). 
Each iteration of Algorithm A requires the choice of an element from the current set 
s. For the current instance, let m(n(l), . . . , n(d); k) be a function which specifies 
a nonempty site, i.e., js(m)l >O. Obviously, 1 <m<d. Also, let h(n(l), . . . . n(d); k) be 
a function which specifies a unique element of s(m), namely, the hth smallest element. 
Thus, 1 <hdls(m)l. Then 
f(d), . . ..n(d). k)=@@(l), . . . . n(d); k), h@(l), . . . . n(d); k)) 
is a single-valued vector function which specifies a unique element in the set s. 
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Algorithm A terminates when d = min { k, n + 1 - k) is reduced below a prespecified 
integer r. The only restriction on r is that ~>d. 
In order to evaluate the expected number of iterations of Algorithm A required 
until termination, we must specify 
(1) the underlying probabilistic assumptions, and 
(2) the function fin step 2 of Algorithm A. 
With respect to this second point, further discussion of f is deferred until 
Section 2.2. 
Assume that S is any set of N 3 1 distinct numbers, and that N is the sum 
of d nonnegative integers N(l), . . . , N(d). Let n(S,N(l), . . . . N(d))=(F= 
(T(l),...,T(d))lF is a partition of S with lT(i)l=N(i), ldibd). We adopt this 
randomness assumption: for any given values of N(i), 1 <i< d, each partition 
y~fl(S, N (1) . , N(d)) is equally likely. Evidently, the probability of each such 9’ is 
where the usual notation for the multinomial coefficient is used. 
Under what conditions would such an assumption be valid? Two obvious examples 
are: 
(1) Each data element is an independent draw from the same distribution. 
(2) Each element of a set S of distinct elements is randomly (with probability (l/d)) 
placed in S(i). 
We may interpret the randomness assumption in another way. Let 
R(i)= {p(x) 1 x&s(i)) and let JV”= { 1, . . . , N}. Given the problem parameters 
N (1) . . . , N(d), the randomness assumption states that a priori, given fixed values of 
N(i), 1 <idd, each partition FEE(.J”,N(l), . . ..N(d)) is equally likely. This inter- 
pretation emphasizes the key observation that the randomness assumption is essen- 
tially an assumption about order statistics. 
It is evident that the randomness assumption will result in some sort of induced 
probability distribution over problems in @ at the end of each iteration. We defer the 
discussion of this topic until the next section, along with further specification of the 
function f in step 2. At this point, we merely state without discussion that the 
randomness assumption combined with an appropriate specification offwill result in 
the correctness of the hypotheses and, hence, the conclusions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
Let d j be the value of d resulting after j iterations of Algorithm A. By convention, 
do = min (K, N-K + l} and Aj = 1 if step 3 (a) results in a stop. Let Pr [X] denote the 
probability of an event X. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the randomness assumption and the proper specification 
off results in the following condition: there exist constants c> 1 and p, O<p< 1, such 
that for each iteration j, Pr[Aj< c&l >p. If z L- c2, then the expected number 
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of iterations until termination is no greater than 
0 ; LloglogA,-loglog(r/c2)+1~ 
(log denotes base-2 logarithm here and throughout this paper). 
Proof. Call an iteration j a success if Aj < cJdj, and a failure otherwise. We prove 
parts A and B, from which the theorem follows. 
Part A: An upper bound on the number of successes is 
LloglogA,-loglog(z/c2)+1]. 
Proof of Part A. Assume that q successes occur, and let the values of Aj at the 
conclusion of these successful iterations be denoted by d,, . . . , d,. Note that A,~ Aj_ 1 
regardless of whether iteration j is a success or not. It follows that 
d, < cA;12, 
~!i~<c(d,)“~<c~‘~A;‘~. 
More generally, for 1 <j < q, 
~~<c[2-2~“~“]A~~“i~c2A~~ji, 
J 
Prior to the last iteration, each Aj is >z; hence, d,_ 1 >z. Thus, c2 A~2~‘“~“]>~. Solving 
this inequality yields 
qdLloglogA,-loglog(r/c2)+ 11, 
as claimed. 
Part B: Assume that iteration j is a success which does not result in termination (for 
purposes of part B only, we refer to iteration 0 as a success). Let the next success occur 
at iteration j+ Y, where Y is a random variable. Then E[ Y] <(l/p). 
Proof of Part B. Consider the random variable H which has the geometric distribu- 
tion with a probability of success equal to p at each time (iteration) t >O. The expected 
value for the first success for H is well known (and easily calculated) to be (l/p). 
Since the probability of success for each iteration of Algorithm A has been assumed 
to be at least p, it follows that (l/p) is an upper bound on the expected time between 
successes for Algorithm A. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, Part A and Part B together imply that the 
expected number of iterations is no greater than the sum of 
LloglogA,-loglog(z/c2)+11 
random variables each with expectation <(l/p). Theorem 2.1 follows 
immediately. 0 
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For reasons which will become evident in the following sections, we shall choose 
T > d. Thus, to guarantee that the Kth smallest element of S is located, it is necessary to 
specify an additional procedure should Algorithm A fail to find the element sought. 
Algorithm B is identical to Algorithm A except for the choice rule in step 2, which is: 
2”: Choose a test element at random from the set of elements still under 
consideration (all remaining elements are equally likely). 
Aho et al. [2] show that the expected number of iterations to termination for 
Algorithm B when t = 1 is bounded by 
2log,(N+ l)= 1.38610&N+ l)=O(log(N+ 1)). 
Algorithm C 
(1) Execute Algorithm A. 
(2) If Algorithm A terminates with A > 1, execute Algorithm B. 
Theorem 2.2. Assume that the randomness assumption and the specification off result in 
the following condition: there exist constants c> 1 and p, 0< p< 1, such that for each 
iteration j of Algorithm A, Pr[Aj<c&]>p. Then Algorithm C jinds the Kth 
smallest element in a set S of cardinality N in an expected number of iterations E [K, N] 
bounded by the inequality 
E[K,N]d(l/p)Lloglogmin{K,N+l-K}-loglog(z/c’)+11 
+ 1.3861og(z+ 1). 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.1 and the expected performance bound for 
Algorithm B. 0 
2.2. Specljication of choice function 
In order to utilize the results of Section 2.1 we shall show in this section how to 
specify the function f in step 2 of Algorithm A so as to satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Our result will depend upon the fact that the randomness 
assumption is “inherited” by the problems produced at each iteration of Algorithm A. 
As previously stated we shall assume that the initial data available to the many-set 
selection algorithm consists of K and N(i)= IS(i 1 <i<d. 
Theorem 2.3. Assume that the randomness assumption holds. Then it holds for the 
problem resulting at the end of one iteration of Algorithm A. 
Proof. If step 3(a) is executed, the result is trivially true. Assume instead that step 3(c) 
is executed, that the original problem (Y’, K ) has Y’EL~‘(S, N(l), . . , N(d)), and that 
after a single iteration the problem (F-, K) results with Y-EIZ(T, n(l), . . . . n(d)). 
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(Note: k=K remains unchanged in step 3(c).) Consider the set 
V={YEII(S,N(~),...,N(~))I(Y,K) yields (Y,K)afteroneiteration},andlet %be 
the value of the element chosen in step 2 of that iteration. Then YE V if and only if 
(a) ~=(S(l),...,s(d))~n(S,N(l),...,N(d)), 
(b) T(i) E S(i), 1 di<d, 
(c) ZES(rn). 
Figure 1 illustrates these conditions. Condition (b) implies that the first n(i) = ( T(i)/ 
positions are fixed in S(i) for each i, and (c) implies that one additional position 
(namely, that of X) is fixed in S(m). Thus, 1 VI is precisely the multinomial coefficient 
where U(i)=S(i)\ T(i). 
Let ~‘EZI(~‘, n(l), . . , n(d)). Repeating the above argument for z’ yields precisely the 
same value a. Thus, for any z~n(T,n(l), . . . . n(d)) there are precisely a partitiohs in 
fl(S,N(l), . ..> N(d)) which yield z in one iteration. By the randomness assumption, 
each YEII(S, N(l), . . . , N(d)) is equally likely, with probability of occurrence 
so it follows that each z~H(T,n(l), . . . . n(d)) has probability 
-1 
of occurring. Thus, each z~I7(7’,n(l), . . . . n(d)) is equally likely to occur under 
case 3(c). 
Finally, assume that case 3(b) is executed. The proof is symmetrical to the 3(c) case, 
with the addition of a reduction in K to a new value k= K -p(X). 0 
Theorem 2.4. Assume that the randomness assumption holds. Then it holds for the 
problems resulting after each iteration of Algorithm A. 
Proof. Repeated application of Theorem 2.3. 0 
I T (0 I u (0 I S 0 ) i #m 
Fig. 1. Set structure for proof of Theorem 2.3. 
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Without any claims that our choice is the only one that will yield the desired results, 
we specifyf( .) in step 2 of Algorithm A as follows: 
m@(l), . . ..n(d).k)=min{iI n(i)=max{n(l), . . ..n(d)}}. 
h(n(l),...,n(d);k)= [k(n(::‘:‘j-fj. 
(2.1) 
The motivation for these choices is to try to find an element which is likely to be close 
to the one sought. Given the randomness assumption, the largest set is, loosely 
speaking, the “most representative”. Moreover, since we seek an element of rank k out 
of n, we approximate this condition by choosing an element whose rank is roughly 
(k/n)n(m) in the chosen set s(m). 
To establish the conditions required for application of Theorem 2.2, we must 
examine the distribution of the rank of the element chosen in step 2 of Algorithm A. 
Using the notation introduced in Section 2.1, the current problem is to find the kth 
smallest element among sets of cardinality n(i), 1 < idd, with some underlying 
unknown set s. Define the random variable Zi,u on Ii’@, n(l), . , n(d)) so that Z,,U(Lr) 
is the rank in s of the uth smallest element in s(i), (1 <u < n(i)), 1~ i < d. This member 
of s is greater than u- 1 elements of s(i) and less than n(i)-u elements of s(i), so 
Pr[Zi+=z]=O except for integers z such that u<z<n-(n(i)-u)=n-n(i)+u. For 
fixed z in this range there are 
z-l ( > u-l 
ways to choose u- 1 values for the elements in s(i) which are less than z, and 
n-z ( > n(i)-u 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
ways to choose the remaining elements of s(i), all of which are greater than z. The 
remaining n-n(i) elements can be allocated to the remaining s(j), j # i, in 
n-n(i) 
n(1) ... n(i- l)n(i+ 1) ... n(d) 
(2.4) 
ways. The product of these three coefficients (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) gives the number of 
partitions rr~ZI(s, n(l), . . , n(d)) for which Zi,u = z. By the randomness assumption, 
each such 71 has probability / I7(s, n(l), . , n(d)) I- ‘, so after simplification we obtain 
u<z<n-n(i)+u, 1 du<n(i), 1 <i&d. 
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The mean and variance of Zi,u are easily calculated (Appendix A): 
u(n+ 1) 
P(zi,td)=no+, 
a2(zi,u)= 
u(n+ l)(n-n(i))(n(i)+ l-u) 
(n(i)+2)(n(i)+ 1)2 ’ 
(2.5) 
1 < z4 < n(i), 1 <i<d. 
We shall need an upper bound on G’(Z,,J, where m and h are obtained in step 2 of 
Algorithm A using the function defined previously in this section. In Appendix B it is 
shown that 
(2.6) 
where, as usual, A = min {k, n + 1 - k}. 
Theorem 2.5. Let the functions m and h be defined by (2.1) and assume that z > d. Assume 
that Algorithm A is applied to a problem in { (n, k) 1 mI7(s, n(l), . . . , n(d))) and that the 
randomness assumption holds. (Note that the size of all problems in this set is 
A = min {k, n-k + 11.) Let the random variable A’ be the size of the problem resulting 
after precisely one iteration of Algorithm A. Then for all r> 1 
Pr[A’<c(r)A’i2]>1-l/r2, 
where c(r) = (r + l/2) (3(d - 1)/2)‘j2. 
Proof. Let ,/J = P(Z,,~) and G = o(Z,,~). Observe that 
~‘~I~,,~-~IdI~m,~-~l+l~---l. 
Noting that (2.1) implies that I h-((n(m)+ l/n+ 1))kl d l/2, we have 
Using Chebyshev’s inequality and (2.7), for any w > 0 
Pr[A’<w+d/2]=Pr[A’-d/2<w]>Pr[A’-II-kl<w] 
3Pr[lZ,,h-I*I<w]>1-02/w2, 
where g2 =o*(Z,,~). Since da2 and A >z>d+ 1 it follows that 
d<(3(dll)A)“‘. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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Using (2.6) and (2.8) we obtain 
c(r)d lj2 = r (~4)1i2+(f)(~d)l”>rn+d,2. 
Setting w = ro we obtain 
g2 
PrCd’dc(r)d1’2]>Pr[d’<rcr+(d/2)]>1----z 
(rc) 
=1-f. 0 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 provide the results which enable us to apply Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.6. Assume that the randomness assumption holds, and that f is defined by 
(2.1). Let r be a constant >l and z an integer >d. If z > c2(r), then the expected number of 
iterations of Algorithm C to solve the many-set selection problem with parameters K and 
N is bounded by the following inequality: 
loglogmin{K,N+l-K}-loglog 
+ 1.386 log(r + 1). 
Proof. For all d 22 the condition r> 1 implies c(r)> 1. Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 verify 
that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold with p= 1 - l/r2. 0 
Assume Q> 1. Theorem 2.6 tells us that the many-set selection problem can be 
reduced to a problem of size d no more than (3/2)8(r + 1/2)‘(d - l)= O(d) in a number 
of iterations which is of the order of log log d = log log min {K, N + 1 - K }, and then be 
solved in log(O(d)) further iterations. Setting r = f3=2, for example, we obtain the 
result that 
E[K,N]64/3Lloglogmin{K,N+l-K}+lj 
+ 1.386 log((75/4)(d - 1) + 1). 
3. Implementation for distributed selection 
Return now to the distributed selection problem. Without loss of generality, let 
PI be the site initiating the algorithm (i.e., the site at which the order-statistics query 
originated). 
Given a distributed selection problem with file F and configuration 
<N,K,N(l),..., N(d)), the randomness assumption means that, a priori (i.e., 
before the execution of the reduction algorithms), all distributions 
Y=(S(l), . ..) S(d))EZI(S, N(l), . . . . N(d)) are equally likely. 
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The correspondence between the many-set selection model and the distributed 
problem is obvious. What is not so obvious is the determination of the number of 
messages (point-to-point model) and shouttechoes needed to execute one iteration 
(steps 2 to 5) of Algorithm A in the distributed context. 
The main difference between the point-to-point and the shout-echo implementa- 
tions lies in the “management” of the algorithm variables n(i) and s(i). In both cases 
the site where the query originated becomes the coordinator (or synchronizer) of the 
algorithm; in shout-echo networks, that site will also keep track of the number of 
elements still under consideration at each site (the variables n(i)), whereas in point- 
to-point networks, each site is responsible for updating such information and the 
coordinator is only aware of the cumulative values (e.g., En(i)) as well as special 
values (e.g., m* and n(m*)). A description of both implementations is contained in 
Appendix C. It is not difficult to verify that one iteration can be achieved in two 
shout-echoes or 5 (d - 1) messages. 
Using these facts, we obtain the desired bounds. 
Theorem 3.1. Let a problem have d 32 sites and size A 22. Let numbers r and 
0 satisfying r > 1 and 1 < 06 A be given, and let 5= gc2(r)= 8(3/2)(d- l)(r+ 1/2)2. 
Under the randomness assumption on the given problem configuration, in order to reduce 
the problem to a problem of size A’ <z, the reduction technique requires, on an average, 
no more than (r2/(r2 - 1)) Llog log A -log log 0 + 1 J iterations. 
Proof. The hypotheses of Theorem 2.5 and, hence, of Theorem 2.1 are easily seen to 
hold. Application of Theorem 2.1 yields the result. 0 
For a fixed r and 8, t = O(d) and the reduction technique terminates in O(loglog A) 
iterations. Recalling that an iteration can be implemented using two shout-echoes, 
Corollary 3.2 follows. 
Corollary 3.2. The reduction technique reduces a problem of size A to a problem of size 
A’=O(d) using on an average O(loglog A) communication activities in a shout-echo 
network. 
Observing that an iteration can be implemented exchanging 5(d- 1) messages in 
a point-to-point network, Corollary 3.3 follows. 
Corollary 3.3. The reduction technique reduces a problem of size A to a problem of size 
A’= O(d) using on an average O(d log log A) messages in a point-to-point network. 
Choose r = 8 = 2; thus, z = 18.75(d - 1). Since a problem on n elements can be solved 
using 1.386 logn+ O(1) shout-echoes on an average [14], Corollary 3.4 follows. 
Corollary 3.4. There is an algorithm which solves a problem of size A in the shout-echo 
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model using on an average no more than 
2.667 Lloglogd+l] +1.3861og([18.75(d-1)1)+0(l) 
shout-echoes. 
Similarly, choosing r=8=2 and using the expected (d - 1)(21og n+ 1) bound for 
solving a problem on n elements in the point-to-point model [lS], Corollary 3.5 
follows. 
Corollary 3.5. There is an algorithm which will solve a problem of size A in the 
point-to-point model using no more than (d - 1)(6.667Llog log d + 11 
+21og( [18.75(d - l)]) + O(1)) messages on an average. 
4. Concluding remarks 
The results presented here can be generalized in several ways. In particular, the 
assumption of the absence of any redundancy in the file (S(i) n S(j) = 0 for i #j) can be 
removed with simple modifications to the algorithm and maintaining the same 
complexity [14]. Note that by allowing replications in the file, the model is extended 
to include the case in which every element at every site may be regarded as an 
independent draw from the identical distribution. 
A drawback of the proposed algorithm is its worst-case complexity; it is an open 
problem to design a technique that yields a lower worst-case complexity while still 
offering an expected complexity comparable to the one achieved here. 
Another interesting open problem is the derivation of a lower bound on the 
expected communication complexity of distributed selection for the two models. 
Marburg and Gafni [7] have developed a tight lower and upper bound of size 
O(logmin(n2, K}) on the number of iterations required for selection, where n2 is the 
size of the second-largest subset of elements in any processor. In the point-to-point 
model, the only known lower bound is the one for complete binary trees established 
by Frederickson [4]. 
Appendix A. Mean and variance of Zi,u 
To facilitate the reading of the proofs in Appendix A, we shall use h to denote n(i). 
Consider a discrete random variable Z having the following probability function: 
The mean p(Z,,,) and the variance O’(Zi,u) are calculated below, where E[ .] is the 
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expectation function. 
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Let z’=z+ 1, n’=n+ 1, h’=h+ 1, u/-u+ 1. Then 
u(n+ 1) 
PCzi,u)=~ 
Z’ =u’ 
where Z’ is the random variable with probability function as indicated. 
To obtain 02(Zi+), we first calculate 
n-h+u 
n-hiu 
=c 
5=ll 
=(U+l)(4(n+W+ 1) 
(h+Wh+l) 
Let z/=2+2, n’=n+2, h’=h+2, u’=u+2. Then 
EC(Z. 
l,U 
+l)(z, ),=(~+l)(u)(n+2)(n+l) 
I,U (h+2)@+1) 
_(U+l)(u)(n+2)(n+1)“‘~h’+u’PrlZ*=z,, c (h+Wh+l) z,=u, 
=(u+ l)b)(n+W+l) 
(h+2)(h+l) ’ 
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where Z* is the random variable with probability function as indicated. We have 
~2~~~,~~~~C~~~,~+~~~~~,~~l~~C~~,~1~~~C~~,~l~2 
=(U+l)(U)(n+2)(n+l) u(n+l) u2(n+1)2 
(h+2)(h+ 1) -~- (h+l) (h+ l)* 
=u(n+l)(n-h)(h+l-u)=u(n+l)(n-n(i))(n(i)+l-u) 
(h+2)(h+ l)* (n(i) + 2)@(i) + 1)2 . 
Appendix B. Bound on o’(Z,, h) 
In Appendix B, m and h are defined as in step (2) of Algorithm A. Let k”= n + 1 -k, 
h” = n(m) + 1 -h. Application of the formula for a*(Z,,,) derived in Appendix A yields 
The inequalities given below follow from the four relations (Bl)-(B4): 
n<dn(m), 
1 dh, h”dn(m), 
(Bl) 
(B2) 
(B3) 
d<Adk,k”. (B4) 
Thus we obtain 
=(k+d/2)(d- 1)<(3k/2)(d- 1). 
Replacing h by h” and k by k” in this chain of equalities and inequalities gives 
r~*(Z~,~)<(3k”/2)(d- 1). 
Since A =min{k, k”}, we obtain finally 
g2(Z,,,)<(3A/2)(d- 1). VW 
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We remark that the expression for 0’(2,,~) is quadratic in h and maximized (as 
a function of h) when h=(n(m)+ 1)/2. This leads easily to 
~“(Zm,h)<(n/4)(d- l), 
an inequality which we have been unable to use but which is at least as strong as (B5) 
whenever (n/6) d k d (5n/6) + 1. 
Appendix C. Implementation of Algorithm A 
Without loss of generality, let Pi be the site where the query originated. Following is 
the description of the implementation of Algorithm A in shout-echo networks and in 
point-to-point networks. 
C.1. Shout-echo networks 
In this implementation, the originator site P, keeps a record of the amount of data 
still under consideration at each site. To do so, it employs two sets of variables l(i) and 
h(i) such that n(i) = h(i)- l(i), 1 <id d. 
C.I. I. Initialization 
(1) Using a shout-echo P, notifies all sites of the algorithm’s start and collects the 
values N(i). It then initializes as follows: 
n(i):= N(i), h(i):=n(i), l(i):= 0, n:=Cn(i), k:= K. 
C.1.2. Iteration 
(2) If min (k, n-k + l} < t, P1 notifies all sites to stop, and terminates the execution 
of the algorithm. 
(3) P, computes m* and h*. Using a shout-echo, it communicates l(i)+ h* to 
P,,* and receives from it element x which has rank l(m*)+h* in S(m*). 
(4) Using a shout-echo, P1 communicates x to all sites and collects the ranks 
pi(x)=(yES(i)(y<x} of x at Pi; it then computes p(x)=Cp,(x). 
(5) If p(x)= K, P1 notifies all sites that the sought element has been found, and 
terminates the execution of the algorithm. 
(6) PI does as follows: If p(x) < K, it sets l(i):= pi(X) and k:= K -p(x); if p(x) > K, it 
sets h(i):=p(i) if i#m* and h(m*):=h*- 1. It then sets n(i):=h(i)-l(i) and n:=Cn(i), 
and starts another iteration. 
C.2. Point-to-point networks 
In this implementation, each site Pi is responsible for keeping track of the elements 
still under consideration after each iteration of the algorithm. The function of the 
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Fig. 2. Network structure illustrated. 
originator site P, is that of a “collector”: only cumulative (e.g. In(i)) or special 
(e.g., m*) values are collected at P,. This collection is achieved through a simple 
“reverse broadcast” mechanism, which starts from the leaves of the spanning tree 
and ends in P1. 
As an example of how a “reverse broadcast” is executed, we show how n =I n(i) can 
be collected to implement step 2 below. 
It is assumed that a spanning tree is known in advance, and that each site knows its 
neighbors in the tree. For i # 1 let Q(i) be the unique neighbor of Pi in the direction of 
P1, let R(i) be the set of all other neighbors of Pi, and let S(i)= {Pj 1 Pj is reachable from 
PI through Pi>, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The broadcast of (“start”) in step 1 enables each Pi to identify Q(i) and, thus, R(i). In 
the reverse broadcast, each jar sends to Pi the value n(j)+ChGscj,n(h). When all 
such messages have been received, Pi computes n(i)+C,,,(i, n(h) = n(i) +CjeR(i) [J$ j) 
+Ch.S(j) n(h)]. When P1 receives all of its messages, it can calculate 1 n(i) as required. 
C.2.1. Initialization 
(1) P1 broadcasts (“start”) and sets k:= K. Upon reception of a (“start”), each Pi 
sets n(i):= N(i). 
C.2.2. Iteration 
(2) Using a reverse broadcast, the following values are collected at P1: n=Cn(i), 
m”, and n(m*). 
(3) If min (k, n-k + l} < z, P, broadcasts (“stop”) and terminates its execution of 
the algorithm. 
(4) P, computes h* and sends it to P,* which will then determine x and broadcast it 
to all sites. 
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(5) Using a reverse broadcast, the following value is determined by 
P1: P(x)=CPi(x). 
(6) If p(x)= K, P, broadcasts (“found”) and terminates the execution of the 
algorithm. 
(7) If p(x)> K (p(x)< K), PI broadcasts (“high”) ((“low”)); upon receiving such 
a message, each Pi updates n(i) and another iteration is started. 
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